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Details of Visit:

Author: Plain Pete
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 23 Feb 2012 10:00
Duration of Visit: 1hr
Amount Paid: 120
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://curvysavannah.professionalescort.com/
Phone: 07900657950

The Premises:

Savannah?s flat is in the Merchant city part of Glasgow. My SatNav and Google maps had no
problems finding the area what so ever. Savannah?s flat is directly opposite several NCP car parks.
There is ample parking, at the usual inner city prices. The entry to the complex and Savannah?s flat
is discreet and nondescript. Savannah?s flat was spotlessly clean. There were the usual shower
facilities to avail yourself if required.

The Lady:

Savannah, oh my god Savannah................... It?s not often that I?m lost for words, but now?s one of
them........ Savannah is approx 5?10? tall, she is statuesque, elegant, curves in all of the right
places and all in perfect proportion. Savannah ticks all of the boxes, if you?re a leg man Savannah
has long slender shapely legs that go on forever. If you?re a bum man she has one of the nicest,
firm, round, bottoms you could ever wish to spank or just drool over and if you?re a boob man she
has the nicest pair of soft, yet firm boobs with the nicest pair of perfectly round nipples that are
nicely sensitive and very responsive. Savannah is stunningly beautiful with piercing blue eyes and
waist length, long glossy blonde hair and full firm lips. Her makeup (which I requested) was
immaculate and her nails were newly manicured. Savannah was dressed exactly how I requested in
her red, skin tight, latex dress with her red high heeled shoes and stockings. Although Savannah?s
pictures are very accurate, she is absolutely stunning and breathtaking in real life.

The Story:

Prior to the meeting, the emails and the conversation was first class both before and afterwards. No
emails written in text speak or broken eastern European English.

I arranged to meet Savannah at her flat in Glasgow. As I walked up the corridor Savannah opened
the door and I was greeted with a warm broad smile, which was quickly followed with a very
passionate hug and kiss once I was in the door. Once the paperwork was dispensed with we
chatted for a short while. Savannah is one of the nicest and easiest persons to get on with I have
ever had the pleasure of meeting. We chatted like old friends even though we had only met a few
minutes before hand. There are some people who are easy to get on with then there?s Savannah,
she is in a class all of her own.

Wow what a body. Savannah has a nicely curvaceous body, nicely tanned, firm, well proportioned
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bottom and long, curvaceous legs. Savannah has perfectly proportioned breasts, not too big and
not too small, just right. Savannah is stunningly beautiful in real life and she has a stunning
personality to complement her looks. Savannah exudes a fun, passionate, sexiness that comes with
a natural confidence of someone who is comfortable with their body and their personality. This it
isn?t something that can be learnt or faked, either you?ve got it or you haven?t and Savannah has it
by the bucket loads.

Savannah is a very passionate kisser and likes to feel close to you. We swiftly moved to the bed. As
I?m a gentleman and I believe that some things should remain private, so I?m not going to go into
great detail, but suffice it to say we both had mutual satisfaction, several times and there was lots of
laughter and enjoyment. Savannah has the most amazing oral skills, Oh my God does she have
amazing oral skills. Savannah says that she likes giving oral and my god does it show, there wasn?t
a bit of gentleman?s area that wasn?t explored with her tongue.

Unfortunately I had to leave on time as I had to go to work, Savannah is not a clock watcher and
she didn?t appear to be in any hurry for me to leave. I was given a long passionate kiss and a hug
before I left.

For me it?s the little things that I notice, not once did Savannah call me ?Hun? or ?Darling?, you
know the time when you?re just the next guy on the conveyor belt and the escort forgets your name
so she defaults back to the safety net of a nondescript name.

Savannah is one of the nicest, friendly, intelligent, passionate and easy to get on with persons that
you could ever wish to meet. Unfortunately I don?t get to go to Glasgow too often but the next time
I?m anywhere near the Glasgow Savannah is going to be the first person I?m going to call.

Please treat Savannah with the utmost respect guys. If you do you will be handsomely rewarded.

Thank you Savannah for an amazing time.
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